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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents topic such as the background of study, the statement of

problem, the purpose of study, the significance of study, the scope and limitation, and

the definition of key term. Each section is presented as follows:

1.1 The Background of Study

Using English in globalization era is very common. Therefore, many books

and instruction in computer are written in English. English becomes one of popular

languages in the world both written and spoken. It is as a foreign language in some

countries including in Indonesia. English becomes one of the important subjects that

must be given as a priority in the kindergarten until university. And, it is also taught

at SLB (Sekolah Luar Biasa).

SLB is formal institution providing education for students with special needs.

They have physical weakness and difference communication way in learning process.

According to Mcloungnstin and Lewis (2001: 13), “From the educational perspective,

students with mild disabilities share many common psychological, academic, and

social-behavioral problem. Mild disabilities include mental retardation, emotional

disturbance, and learning disabilities”. Furthermore, they say that students with

learning disability often experience difficulty not only in one or more specific ability

but also in strategy. So the teacher needs to give more special strategies that can make

teaching and learning process smooth
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The term of strategy is defined as detailed plan for achieving success in

situation. According to Brown (1994: 104: defines strategies as specific methods of

approaching a problem or task, modes of operation for achieving a particular end,

planned design for controlling and manipulating certain. Furthermore, Santrock

(2001: 8) says that “Teacher must master a variety of perspective and strategy and be

flexible in their application”. It means that strategy is very essential for a teacher in

teaching.

Robert ingall (in Rochyadi: 2005) conducted a research on the language skills

to mental retardation children using the ITPA (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Ability). It indicated that mental retardation children got difficulties in language

acquisition, mastering grammatical and using a compound sentences. It means that

mental retardation students have many problems in language. Therefore, teaching

strategy of English subject for them is different from normal ones.

In addition, Parsons et. el. (2001: 128) states that mental retardation students

may show attention problem. They often pay attention to wrong things or have

difficulty allocating their attention properly. And they also have difficulty to

remember, especially with regard to those tasks that require complicated or deeper

levels of processing, compared to their nondisabled peers. In society, mental

retardation students have problems such as making trouble with friends and tending

to have poor self concept.

Teaching strategy applied for students with special needs is focused on the

way how the body movement and perception like visual and hearing. According to

Parsons (2001: 1), early elementary education for mental retardation focuses on
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teaching students readiness skill by including attention from the teacher. The teachers

use auditory and visual stimuli and follow direction. Santrock (2008: 194) also says

that the teachers should be sure to give concrete example of concept like making clear

and simple instructional and one-on-one instructional the children receives.

In the previous research, Hsu and Lin (2008) investigated “The effects of

Total Physical Response (TPR) on English functional vocabulary learning for

resource classroom students in elementary school”. This method was applied for

mental retardation and learning disability students in Taiwan. The result shows that

TPR on listening comprehension gave the immediate effects, two student learned the

expressing abilities of English functional vocabulary immediately through TPR while

one student did not, TPR on listening comprehension gave the maintaining effects

and expressing abilities, it is recommended that blends and words with letter “r” and

sentences that are complex or similar should not be taught at first for the students, and

students’ motivation and interests in learning English were enhanced through TPR.

Based on the information above that students with special needs especially

mental retardation students have different learning strategy from normal students.

Therefore, the writer decides to investigate the teaching strategies used by English

teacher at SMPLB Pembina Tingkat Nasional Lawang-Malang. The writer wants to

know the strategy used by the teacher in teaching English subject for students with

special needs.
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1.2 The Statement of Problem

Based on the background above, statements of problem are presented as

follows :

1. What strategies are used by teacher in teaching English for students with special

needs?

2. What is the most dominant strategy used by teacher in teaching English for

students with special needs?

3. What are the teachers’ reasons using the dominant strategy in teaching English

for students with special needs?

1.3 The Purpose of Study

The purposes of the study in this research are:

1. To know the strategy used by teacher in teaching English for students with

special needs.

2. To know the most dominant strategy used by teacher in teaching English for

students with special needs.

3. To know the teachers’ reasons using the dominant strategy in teaching English

for students with special needs.

1.4 The Significance of Study

The first, the result of this study is expected that it will be useful for English

teachers in developing some ideas or concepts about strategies in teaching mental

retardation students. It is also expected that this study can be used as feedback of
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success and failure of teaching English that the school can improve the quality of

teaching English. The second, the writer hopes that the result of this study can give

information for the readers about the strategy in teaching English for mental

retardation students. The last, it is also expected to give contribution for the next

researchers who want to conduct a similar research with other topic.

1.5 The Scope and Limitation

The scope of this study is focused on the strategies used by the teacher in

teaching English for students with special needs. In additional, this study is limited on

one English teachers who teach second grade of the mild mental retardation students

in SMPLB C  Pembina Tingkat Nasional Lawang – Malang.

1.6 The Definition of Key Terms

1. Teaching strategy is a teacher’s tactic in teaching that used to bring almost all

the students, not just a few of them, up to high levels of proficiency in the

material being learned (Charles in Helmi: 2009).

2. Students with special needs are mentally retarded students. It means that

generally refers to delayed intellectual growth and is manifested in immature

reaction to environmental input and below average intellectual and social

performance (Abdurrahman in Wantah, 2007: 1).
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